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Stratex Ventures      July 29, 2020 
100 Middle Street 

Portland, Maine 04101 

207-228-7233 

 
Via Federal eRulemaking Portal at www.regulations.gov 
 
Internal Revenue Service 
CC:PA:LPD:PR (REG-112339-19), Room 5203 
P.O. Box 7604 
Ben Franklin Station 
Washington, DC 20044 
 

Re: REG- REG-112339-19 (Proposed Regulations on Credit for Carbon Oxide Sequestration) 
 

To Whom It May Concern: 
 
These comments are being submitted by Stratex Ventures LLC (“Stratex”), a Maine Limited 
Liability Company with offices at 100 Middle Street, Portland, Maine, 04101. Stratex represents various 
businesses which capture and utilize carbon oxides as contemplated by Section 45Q. The comments and 
suggested Guidance which follow are offered in an effort to clarify certain issues regarding the filing of a 
claim for the Section 45Q tax credit.   
 
Stratex Ventures submitted comments regarding guidance on June 24, July2, and September 20, 2019 
and believes that the issues addressed in those comments are equally applicable to the current request. 
We refer you to those comments again which can be found in the docket folder Docket ID: IRS-2019-
0026, Agency: Internal Revenue Service (IRS), Parent Agency: Department of the Treasury (TREAS).  
https://www.regulations.gov/docketBrowser?rpp=25&so=DESC&sb=commentDueDate&po=0&s=strate
x&dct=PS&D=IRS-2019-0026. 
 
Many of our suggestions regarding the lifecycle analysis and other issues relating to utilization under 
Section 45Q (f)(5) were incorporated into the Proposed Regulations.  We appreciate this adoption of our 
positions.  Treasury reserved comment on others and we are submitting additional comments on some 
of those issues here. 
 

1. Determination of Amount Utilized 

The definition of “qualified carbon oxide” includes the capture of a carbon oxide which “ (ii) would 

otherwise be released into the atmosphere as industrial emission of greenhouse gas or lead to such 

release, and (iii) is measured at the source of capture and verified at the point of disposal, injection, or 

utilization.” (Emphasis added) By defining “qualified carbon oxides” as those verified at the point of 

utilization Congress determined that the credit was available based upon the method it chose to 

measure such utilization. Congress expressly defined a “qualified carbon oxide” when “utilized” as the 

amount which is “verified” for such use.  

http://www.regulations.gov/
https://www.regulations.gov/docketBrowser?rpp=25&so=DESC&sb=commentDueDate&po=0&s=stratex&dct=PS&D=IRS-2019-0026
https://www.regulations.gov/docketBrowser?rpp=25&so=DESC&sb=commentDueDate&po=0&s=stratex&dct=PS&D=IRS-2019-0026
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The measurement and verification of the carbon oxides in the case of geologic storage or use in EOR is 

limited to the metric tons of such gases which are captured and then placed in storage or into gas or oil 

wells.  However, in the case of utilization, Congress determined that the credit be measured by the 

results of a lifecycle greenhouse gas analysis (‘LCA”) and that calls for the measurement of all 

greenhouse gases. The statute provides that while the credit is available to carbon oxides, it measures 

those in the case of utilization on a carbon dioxide equivalent basis or CO2e.  

Section (f)(5)(B) specifies how one determines the credit for utilization. It provides under a heading 

entitled “Measurement”: 

“For purposes of determining the amount of qualified carbon oxide utilized by the taxpayer 

under paragraph (2)(B)(ii) or (4)(B)(ii) of subsection (a), such amount shall be equal to the metric 

tons of qualified carbon oxide which the taxpayer demonstrates, based upon an analysis 

of lifecycle greenhouse gas emissions and subject to such requirements as the Secretary, in 

consultation with the Secretary of Energy and the Administrator of the Environmental 

Protection Agency, determines appropriate, were— 

(I) captured and permanently isolated from the atmosphere, or 

(II) displaced from being emitted into the atmosphere,”  

This is the only aspect of Section 45Q which provides a particular method of determining the amount of 

the credit.  It is the only “Measurement” provision.  Treasury must ask itself as it provides final 

regulations what this tells one about the intent of Congress.  If Congress was interested in giving credit 

for utilization only for the carbon oxides which were captured and utilized, why not just specify that 

such amount was the amount for which one received credit?  Then the utilization provisions would 

match those for disposal in secure geological storage or tertiary injectant in a qualified enhanced oil or 

natural gas recovery project.  But Congress chose not to mirror those aspects of the statute which had 

been effective since Section 45Q was first enacted.  Rather it specified a new and different method.  To 

the extent the final regulations interpret the utilization sections to only grant credit in the same manner 

as those other provisions, the rule would be inconsistent with clear statutory intent. 

So what did Congress intend with regard to measurement of the amount utilized?  It was the amount 

shown to be captured and permanently isolated or displaced from being emitted as demonstrated by 

“an analysis of lifecycle greenhouse gas emissions.”   The statute does not say “an analysis of lifecycle 

carbon oxide emissions.” It is crystal clear that “greenhouse gas emissions” are to be analyzed. The term 

“greenhouse gas” is incorporated into the statute in Section (f)(5)(B)(ii) and is defined in the Clean Air 

Act as follows: 

G) Greenhouse gas 

The term “greenhouse gas” means carbon dioxide, hydrofluorocarbons, methane, nitrous 

oxide, perfluorocarbons, sulfur hexafluoride. The Administrator may include any other 

anthropogenically-emitted gas that is determined by the Administrator, after notice and 

comment, to contribute to global warming. 42 U.S.C. 7545(o)(1)(G) 

It is also clear from the incorporated definitions taken from the Clean Air Act that these gases are to be 

adjusted to account for their relative global warming potential.” 42 U.S.C. 7545(o)(1)(H).  The Proposed 

Regulations recognize this. PR page 30.  The result of such and LCA must therefore be expressed in 

https://www.law.cornell.edu/definitions/uscode.php?width=840&height=800&iframe=true&def_id=26-USC-1674615986-344398876&term_occur=999&term_src=title:26:subtitle:A:chapter:1:subchapter:A:part:IV:subpart:D:section:45Q
https://www.law.cornell.edu/definitions/uscode.php?width=840&height=800&iframe=true&def_id=26-USC-1674615986-344398876&term_occur=999&term_src=title:26:subtitle:A:chapter:1:subchapter:A:part:IV:subpart:D:section:45Q
https://www.law.cornell.edu/definitions/uscode.php?width=840&height=800&iframe=true&def_id=26-USC-1922600536-344401763&term_occur=999&term_src=title:26:subtitle:A:chapter:1:subchapter:A:part:IV:subpart:D:section:45Q
https://www.law.cornell.edu/definitions/uscode.php?width=840&height=800&iframe=true&def_id=26-USC-1974044776-344400800&term_occur=999&term_src=title:26:subtitle:A:chapter:1:subchapter:A:part:IV:subpart:D:section:45Q
https://www.law.cornell.edu/definitions/uscode.php?width=840&height=800&iframe=true&def_id=26-USC-753264715-344400799&term_occur=999&term_src=title:26:subtitle:A:chapter:1:subchapter:A:part:IV:subpart:D:section:45Q
https://www.law.cornell.edu/definitions/uscode.php?width=840&height=800&iframe=true&def_id=26-USC-753264715-344400799&term_occur=999&term_src=title:26:subtitle:A:chapter:1:subchapter:A:part:IV:subpart:D:section:45Q
https://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/42/7545
https://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/42/7545
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CO2e. The use and incorporation of terms which are defined in another statute does not make them any 

less controlling than if Congress had chosen to simply restate them in full in Section 45Q.  Such 

incorporated terms become part of the statute. 1 

Any suggestion that only carbon oxides shown to be isolated or displaced by the LCA are to be used in 

determining the credit is simply contrary to the plain language of the statute and ignores Congressional 

intent to treat utilization differently from sequestration and EOR.  Again, to interpret the provision in 

that way would be to defeat the clear intent of Congress. Such a reading would render the inclusion of 

all greenhouse gases in the LCA superfluous.  

In addition to this clear indication of intent, the provisions of 45Q (f)(5)(B)(ii) go further and require that 

the LCA used be one as specified in the Clean Air Act: 

“(ii)Lifecycle greenhouse gas emissions 

For purposes of clause (i), the term “lifecycle greenhouse gas emissions” has the same meaning 

given such term under subparagraph (H) of section 211(o)(1) of the Clean Air Act (42 U.S.C. 

7545(o)(1)), as in effect on the date of the enactment of the Bipartisan Budget Act of 2018, 

except that “product” shall be substituted for “fuel” each place it appears in such 

subparagraph.” 

This directs Treasury to those provisions where Congress had set forth what an LCA would contain.  

Section 7545(o)(1) provides”  

“The term “lifecycle greenhouse gas emissions” means the aggregate quantity of greenhouse 

gas emissions (including direct emissions and significant indirect emissions such as significant 

emissions from land use changes), as determined by the Administrator, related to the full fuel 

lifecycle, including all stages of fuel and feedstock production and distribution, from feedstock 

generation or extraction through the distribution and delivery and use of the finished fuel to the 

ultimate consumer, where the mass values for all greenhouse gases are adjusted to account for 

their relative global warming potential.” 42 U.S.C. 7545(o)(1)(H) (Emphasis added) 

Again, Congress did not describe the LCA as one for only carbon oxides but for all “greenhouse gas 

emissions.”  Additionally it required that all greenhouses gases involved would have their “mass values” 

adjusted to their global warming potential. As described above this means the result of the LCA would 

express the amount displaced as CO2e, the carbon dioxide equivalent.  Such measurement is consistent 

with the Greenhouse Gas Reporting Rule which the Proposed Regulations specify is to be used to make 

the mass value conversion.  PR page 99.   

Finally the LCA was to contain the “aggregate quantity” of the greenhouses gases shown by the LCA 

which were related to the “full product lifecycle.”  The word “aggregate” cannot be ignored. If the final 

regulations were to interpret 45Q to require—as it must- an LCA of all greenhouse gases but then 

unscramble the aggregate quantity of greenhouse gases to only count carbon oxides, it would be 

ignoring the mandate that the result be the “aggregate quantity” of all greenhouse gases. The word 

“aggregate” means something formed or calculated by the combination of many separate units or 

 
1 See discussion of Congress’ use of incorporation by reference in United States v. Reorganized, 518 U.S. 213, 219 

(1996).  

https://www.law.cornell.edu/definitions/uscode.php?width=840&height=800&iframe=true&def_id=26-USC-1922600536-344401763&term_occur=999&term_src=title:26:subtitle:A:chapter:1:subchapter:A:part:IV:subpart:D:section:45Q
https://www.law.cornell.edu/topn/air_pollution_control_act
https://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/42/7545
https://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/42/7545
https://www.law.cornell.edu/definitions/uscode.php?width=840&height=800&iframe=true&def_id=42-USC-1922600536-1080724229&term_occur=999&term_src=title:42:chapter:85:subchapter:II:part:A:section:7545
https://www.law.cornell.edu/definitions/uscode.php?width=840&height=800&iframe=true&def_id=42-USC-318354998-1080724229&term_occur=999&term_src=title:42:chapter:85:subchapter:II:part:A:section:7545
https://www.law.cornell.edu/definitions/uscode.php?width=840&height=800&iframe=true&def_id=42-USC-318354998-1080724229&term_occur=999&term_src=title:42:chapter:85:subchapter:II:part:A:section:7545
https://www.law.cornell.edu/definitions/uscode.php?width=840&height=800&iframe=true&def_id=42-USC-146731693-1186899454&term_occur=999&term_src=
https://www.law.cornell.edu/definitions/uscode.php?width=840&height=800&iframe=true&def_id=42-USC-318354998-1080724229&term_occur=999&term_src=title:42:chapter:85:subchapter:II:part:A:section:7545
https://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/42/7545
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items. It means the total of items which are collected together as a whole, in this case the total of all 

greenhouse gases expressed in CO2e. 2 Why would Congress require the application of an LCA that 

includes all greenhouse gas emissions but then have an implementing regulation that disaggregates the 

whole and only counts carbon oxides?  If in the final regulations Treasury interprets 45Q to require such 

an LCA but to then unscramble the aggregate quantity of greenhouse gases to only count carbon oxides 

it would be ignoring the mandate that the result be the “aggregate quantity” of all greenhouse gases. 

That would lead to an absurd result which the courts have held Congress could never intend. 3 

In addition to the plain meaning of the words of the statute, there are decades of interpretation of the 

LCA sections of the Clean Air Act which the Environmental Protection Administration has undertaken.  

The EPA is to be consulted by Treasury in constructing the regulations pursuant to Section (f)(5)(B)(i).  

When the EPA was called upon in applying the Renewable Fuel Standard  to use the very same “analysis 

of lifecycle greenhouse gas emissions” that Congress directed Treasury to use in 45Q,  it provided all 

results in CO2e- the carbon dioxide equivalent. It expressly stated that in each analysis they made 

“Lifecycle emissions are normalized per energy unit of fuel produced and presented in kilograms of 

carbon-dioxide equivalent GHG emissions per million British Thermal Units of renewable fuel produced 

(kg CO2e/mmBTU).”  See the adoption of the Final Rule at Federal Register / Vol. 75, No. 58 / Friday, 

March 26, 2010 / Rules and Regulations, page 14787.   We would be astonished if the EPA suggested 

that an LCA of the “aggregate quantity” of “greenhouse gas emissions” meant a “disaggregation” of 

those into just the carbon oxides.  Rather EPA has consistently read the statute to require carbon 

dioxide equivalents. To our knowledge, in the decade since EPA started implementing Section 7545(o)(1) 

the Agency has never applied an LCA by taking the “aggregate quantity” of “greenhouse gas emissions” 

and “disaggregating” those into just carbon oxides or some other single gas. To do so defies every 

principle of conducting a lifecycle greenhouse gas emission analysis and can be found nowhere in any 

known protocol, applied domestically or internationally.  

Treasury has also suggested in the Proposed Regulations that the LCA should follow the principals 

established in ISO 14044-2006.  That standard is crystal clear that the LCA must follow the goal set for 

the study.  Section 4.2.2 states that “In defining the goal of an LCA, the following items shall be 

unambiguously stated: ⎯ the intended application; ⎯ the reasons for carrying out the study.” In this case 

Congress has established the goal.  The reasons for carrying out the LCA according to the statute  is to 

determine the “aggregate quantity of greenhouse gas emissions” which will be displaced from being 

emitted if a product is made utilizing captured carbon oxide instead of alternative carbon oxides not 

captured from an industrial emission of greenhouse gas.  If the Treasury interprets the requirement of 

the LCA to only use the carbon oxides found to be displaced by utilization it would be contradicting its 

own requirement that the LCA follow the goal of the study.   

While it may be difficult for those who have viewed Section 45Q in light of its earlier incarnation of only 

secure geological storage or EOR to see the utilization section in this way, this is the only logical reading 

one can give to the words of the statute.  The intent was to measure utilization not in just carbon oxide 

displacement but in the “aggregate greenhouse gas emissions” which the utilization of the carbon 

oxides displaced. 

 
2 https://www.dictionary.com/browse/aggregate 
3 Rowland v. California Men's Colony, Unit II Men's Advisory Council, 113 S. Ct. 716,720 n.3 (1993); 

https://www.law.cornell.edu/definitions/uscode.php?width=840&height=800&iframe=true&def_id=26-USC-1922600536-344401763&term_occur=999&term_src=title:26:subtitle:A:chapter:1:subchapter:A:part:IV:subpart:D:section:45Q
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Proposed Guidance  

Measurement of qualified carbon oxide utilization must take into account emissions of all 

greenhouse gases and should also take into account displacement effects of greenhouse gas 

emissions.  An LCA must include the aggregate of all greenhouse gases determined to be involved in 

the full lifecycle of the process involving the product in which qualified carbon oxides were utilized.  

The measurement of the Section 45Q credit for utilization must express the result in carbon oxide 

equivalent consistent with the statutory mandate that all greenhouse gases involved be adjusted to 

their relative global warming potential.  

 

2. Utilization 

There is no definition of “utilization” in the statute and the word should be given its customary and 

ordinary meaning.4  The Oxford English Dictionary defines the word as “The action of making practical 

and effective use of something.”  The statute  in Section (f)(5)(A)(ii) defines it as “the use of 

such qualified carbon oxide for any other purpose for which a commercial market exists.”  Section 

(f)(5)(B)(i)(II) includes in the measurement of utilization what is “displaced from being emitted into the 

atmosphere, through use of a process described in subparagraph (A).”  The process must make practical 

and effective use of the qualified carbon oxide in making a product.  There is no requirement that the 

qualified carbon oxide become part of the product only that it is used in a practical and effective way as 

part of the process.  Thus if the carbon oxide is used for its various properties such as it non-reactivity in 

making a product it is being “utilized.” Any suggestion that the captured carbon oxides must react 

chemically to become part of the product is inconsistent with the ordinary meaning of “utilization.”  It is 

also duplicative of the type of “utilization” mentioned in Section (f)(5)(A)(ii) “the chemical conversion of 

such qualified carbon oxide to a material or chemical compound in which such qualified carbon oxide is 

securely stored.”  If subsection (f)(5)(A)(iii) is to describe some “other purpose” then it cannot be limited 

to the very use identified in the previous subsection.   

Use of carbon oxides in many manufacturing processes involve the very properties of the gas where it 

does not interact with the material of the product or become part of it.   There can be no suggestion 

that to qualify for “utilization” the captured carbon oxides must somehow end up in the product being 

produced. Such a reading of the statute would disqualify many current uses of CO2. Congress is assumed 

to know of the current and proposed uses for carbon oxides in making a product.  Many of these uses do 

not involve a chemical change in the CO2 but rather utilize the rather unique properties of the gas.  

Carbon dioxide has several desirable characteristics such as inertness, non-explosiveness, non-

corrosiveness, high volatility, cooling ability, and low-cost. For these reasons carbon dioxide is being 

used in a variety of applications in food and processing industries.  In many of these applications it is the 

very absence of chemical change in carbon dioxide which creates its usefulness.  A sampling of such uses 

demonstrates many of these “other purposes” which have become essential to our economy.  As these 

examples show, if captured CO2 is to be disqualified if it does not end up chemically in the product being 

 
4 Moskal v. United States, 498 U.S. 103, 108 (1990). 

 

https://www.law.cornell.edu/definitions/uscode.php?width=840&height=800&iframe=true&def_id=26-USC-1674615986-344398876&term_occur=999&term_src=title:26:subtitle:A:chapter:1:subchapter:A:part:IV:subpart:D:section:45Q
https://www.law.cornell.edu/definitions/uscode.php?width=840&height=800&iframe=true&def_id=26-USC-1674615986-344398876&term_occur=999&term_src=title:26:subtitle:A:chapter:1:subchapter:A:part:IV:subpart:D:section:45Q
https://www.law.cornell.edu/definitions/uscode.php?width=840&height=800&iframe=true&def_id=26-USC-1674615986-344398876&term_occur=999&term_src=title:26:subtitle:A:chapter:1:subchapter:A:part:IV:subpart:D:section:45Q
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manufactured, then hundreds of possible uses of it when it is used to make a product for which there is 

a commercial market will also be disqualified.   

An example of this is CO2 used either alone or mixed with other gases as a shielding gas in many welding 

processes where the gas protects the weld puddle against oxidation by the surrounding air.  The CO2 

creates a cone around the welding flame “shielding” the combustion from contamination. Because it 

does not interact with certain problematic gases such as oxygen and nitrogen, it prevents harmful 

exposure of the weld surface from being impacted by these gases. The CO2 is introduced in the gas 

nozzle around the weld flame.  The CO2 does in some cases, depending on the metal and technique 

used,  give off oxygen to the weld helping penetration, but a large amount of the CO2 is simply released 

into the atmosphere once it has done its job and in some applications there is no chemical interaction at 

all.  The gas simply aids the welding process and is released.  The advantage of captured carbon from say 

a biogenic source over a fossil source will be determined by the LCA showing what displacement of the 

fossil CO2 is achieved and that will determine the amount of credit. The impact of welding gas use on 

global warming has been studied and replacement of fossil CO2 with biogenic would reduce those 

impacts. 5  

Cooling is one of the key potential uses of captured CO2.  The CO2’s non-flammability helps to cool the 

welding process which helps prevent distortion. 6 Techniques using CO2 “snow” lasers are an example of 

the cooling use of CO2 where the gas is used not to interact with the product directly but to create 

conditions which are optimal in its manufacture. 7    

Another example of captured carbon oxides use in making a product involves the property of CO2 being 

heavier than air. Because of that property it is used in fire extinguishers where the gas forces oxygen 

down and away from the flame area.  CO2 used to make a fire retardant will not change chemically in its 

use but remains CO2. However its properties are utilized to advantage as a fire retardant.  Would 

captured CO2 not qualify as a use for which there is a commercial market if used for fire retardants 

because it does not combine in some way with other substances to make the product?  If so, a large 

potential market for captured CO2 would fail to benefit from Section 45Q.  Use of captured CO2 from a 

biogenic source for fire retardants would displace fossil based CO2 in fire extinguishers and an LCA 

would demonstrate the GHG reduction benefits.     

A large amount of currently produced carbon oxide for industrial and commercial use is utilized for its 

cooling properties.  Dry ice made from carbon dioxide is used in such diverse industries as food 

processing to rubber production. One company’s marketing material explains how this works for 

cleaning: 

 
5 “Environmental Impacts of Using Welding Gas”, Nakhla, Shen, and Bethea, The Journal of Technology, Management, and 

Applied Engineering, Volume 28, Number 3,  July 2012 through September 2012, pp. 2-7 ( providing an LCA of gas production, 

transport and use and noting source of such gasses from ethanol plants).  
6 “A more feasible and efficient mitigation technique in many situations is to cool the weld more rapidly by means of cryogenic 

CO2 application behind the weld (8). Cryogenic cooling reduces welding distortion mainly by decreasing the heat dissipated into 
the structure, consequently diminishing the size of zones undergoing yielding and permanent plastic deformation.” A.D. 
Camilleri, T.G.F. Gray, D. Nash –Mitigation of welding distortion and residual stresses via cryogenic CO2 cooling –a numerical 
investigation–Proceedings of the Conference on Computer Technology in Welding and Manufacturing, 2008, Cranfield, UK.  
7 Industrial Laser Solutions for Manufacturing, Jack Gabzdyl, “Cryogenic weld cooling- Using "snow" as a cooling agent 

virtually eliminates weld distortion,” May 1st, 2002 
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“The ASCO Dry Ice Blasting machine accelerates with compressed air the dry ice pellets to a 

speed of approx. 300 m/s (984,25 ft/s). The pellets hit the object to be cleaned. The surface is 

shock-frozen in a fraction of a second. Due to the sudden thermo shock generated on the 

surface to be cleaned, the coating/dirt contracts, becomes brittle and cracks. Due to the 

cracking of the surface, the pellets can reach under the dirt and remove it. The additional kinetic 

energy removes the coating/dirt from the surface. Immediately after impact, the pellet 

sublimates and goes back to atmosphere as a pure gas (CO2) without leaving any moisture 

behind. The only thing left is the coating/dirt removed from the surface and no blasting media 

has to be disposed of.” https://www.ascoco2.com/us/dry-ice-blasting/general-information-

about-dry-ice-blasting/how-does-dry-ice-clean.   

This technique of using dry ice to clean surfaces has become widely used in the electronics industry 

where parts such as circuit boards can be delicately cleaned.  In many of these applications the carbon 

dioxide released as a gas from the super critical ice is again captured and reused.   As noted the CO2 

does not change chemically but its ability to be frozen to form dry ice allows it to be used in place of 

sandblasting or other cleaning methods such as with solvents. Just because dry ice continues to be 

carbon dioxide after being used to clean surfaces does not mean that it is not “utilized” in making the 

product to be cleaned. In some cases its characteristics of non-reactivity is why it is essential in the 

process.   There is clearly a market for CO2 in many forms from gas, to solid, to liquid to super critical.  

An LCA would determine the GHG benefits of using captured carbon oxide from a biogenic source such 

as from an ethanol plant in such utilizations to determine the amount of Section 45Q credit. 

In the food industry Modified Atmosphere Packaging has revolutionized food preservation. In this 

treatment  

“[a] blend of gases — carbon dioxide, oxygen, and nitrogen — help preserve packaged food by 

reducing the amount of oxygen inside the sealed package. Gas flushing or Modified Atmosphere 

Packaging, as the process is called, also reduces the amount of processing that food must 

undergo. This preserves the quality and nutrient content of meats, vegetables, and other foods. 

Estimates suggest that 25-40 percent of fresh food does not reach consumers due to spoilage in 

transit. Modified Atmosphere Packaging enables fresh food to stay fresh by slowing down the 

food spoilage process, reduces food waste, and allows consumers to store purchased foods for 

longer. 

Without Modified Atmosphere Packaging, oxygen levels inside food packages would be 20.9 

percent. By introducing nitrogen into the package, facilities strive to lower oxygen levels, 

sometimes as far as zero. With no oxygen inside the package, bacteria will be unable to grow 

and the food will not oxidize. Carbon dioxide also inhibits bacteria growth and lowers the pH of 

preserved food. Carbon monoxide is often used in meat packaging, as it can preserve the red 

color.” https://www.pureairemonitoring.com/the-benefits-of-nitrogen-and-carbon-dioxide-for-

food-processing/ 

Again this use does not alter the CO2 chemically since the goal is to displace oxygen which can spoil 

foods by bacteria growth and the carbon dioxide forces oxygen out of the packaging. It is its very non-

reactivity which makes it useful.   

https://www.ascoco2.com/us/dry-ice-blasting/general-information-about-dry-ice-blasting/how-does-dry-ice-clean
https://www.ascoco2.com/us/dry-ice-blasting/general-information-about-dry-ice-blasting/how-does-dry-ice-clean
https://www.pureairemonitoring.com/the-benefits-of-nitrogen-and-carbon-dioxide-for-food-processing/
https://www.pureairemonitoring.com/the-benefits-of-nitrogen-and-carbon-dioxide-for-food-processing/
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Congress could not have intended that this huge area of use of carbon oxides be excluded from the 

incentives created by Section 45Q.  If Congress were trying to incentivize the capture of carbon oxides 

and their subsequent use to make a product, why would they disqualify one of the largest areas of CO2 

use in the economy?  There is no legislative or other history which points to such a limitation and the 

phrase must be given its normally understood meaning if the goal of the statute is to be fulfilled. In the 

Proposed Regulations the following statement occurs:   

 “Thus, the Treasury Department and the IRS intend and expect that the proposed rule will deliver 

benefits across the economy that will beneficially impact various industries and reduce emissions of 

carbon oxides that would otherwise be released into the atmosphere as industrial emission of 

greenhouse gases or lead to such release.” PR page 58.  

This intent and expectation would be severely impacted if utilization were to require a chemical 

incorporation of the captured CO2 into the product.  

Proposed Guidance  

 Utilization of qualified carbon oxide for any other purpose for which a commercial market exists 

occurs when the captured gases are used in a practical and effective way to produce a product.  Such 

use may take advantage of all aspects of carbon oxides including their non-reactivity.  Utilization need 

not involve the carbon oxides becoming part of the product through a chemical change but may also 

include uses which create conditions which are optimal for the process of making the product.  

Examples of such use are for a cooling medium such as by dry ice manufacture, inclusion as or  in weld 

shielding gas, cleaning of surfaces with frozen carbon dioxide pellets, or in food preparation and 

packaging.  

 

3. Contractually Assure  

The Proposed Regulations suggest that a party who captures Qualified Carbon Oxide must enter into a 

binding enforceable contract with a party who will undertake and assure utilization.  The contract must 

require that the receiving party agree that it will use the Qualified Carbon Oxide in a manner consistent 

with Section (f)(5) and file a Form 8933 attesting to the volume used.  However the Treasury does state 

that as to the terms of that contract there should be flexibility and no specific mechanism is mandated.  

It states: “This is consistent with allowing contracting parties to tailor their agreements to a wide variety 

of business needs and circumstances.” PR page 10.    

We agree that flexibility is important. The market for carbon dioxide is extensive and a robust wholesale 

market for it exists.   However, we foresee many instances of parties capturing carbon oxide, purifying it, 

compressing, or liquefying it and then selling it into the wholesale carbon dioxide market.  A wholesaler 

might then sell the captured gas to dozens of various purchasers who would employ the gas in various 

uses.  One buyer may use it in making fire retardants, another for dry ice, a third for welding shielding 

gases. We believe the it would be consistent with the intent of the statute if the wholesaler can attest 

by the filing of Form 8933 that a set volume of  gas was sold to a third party for a specified purpose 

without requiring that each third party must  also file a separate form 8933.  Nor should the retail 

contract require a contractual obligation of use since it is highly unlikely that a party would pay for gas 

without using it and so utilization can be assumed.   It would be the responsibility of the taxpayer 
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claiming the credit to identify the use and to undertake an LCA for each third party to determine what 

amount of greenhouse gas was displaced by the utilization.  

Proposed Guidance 

 

In the case of the sale of Qualified Carbon Oxides into the wholesale carbon oxide market, the 

taxpayer entitled to claim the credit must annually obtain a Form 8933 from its wholesale 

purchaser specifying the volume of such gas sold to each retail purchaser, and the proposed use 

of such gas by such retail purchaser.  The taxpayer entitled to claim the credit may rely on such 

form to demonstrate that the captured carbon oxide was used for the purpose specified in the 

Form 8933 and is not obligated to obtain a form 8933 from each retail purchaser.  

 

4. Statutory Cap 

Congress imposed a cap on Section 45Q when it was first implemented of qualified carbon oxide credits 

equal to 75,000,000 metric tons.  Once that amount “have been taken into account” under the credit 

provisions the program would end.  In the amendment made in 2019 Congress retained the cap but 

applied it only to those facilities placed in service prior to the effective date of the amendment.  Section 

(g).  While EPA has been dutifully advising the IRS on the amount taken into account and the IRS has 

been dutifully listing the amount each year, the IRS and EPA apparently have not been factoring in the 

statutory requirement that credits granted must be canceled due to leakage from underground storage 

or EOR. Section (f)(4) states that “The Secretary shall, by regulations, provide for recapturing the benefit 

of any credit allowable under subsection (a) with respect to any qualified carbon oxide which ceases to 

be captured, disposed of, or used as a tertiary injectant in a manner consistent with the requirements of 

this section.”  The Proposed Regulations provide guidance on the claw back of the credit due to leakage 

but do not require that the volume cap be adjusted by such recapture.  Congress wanted to have 

75,0000,000 tons of qualified carbon oxide credits available to taxpayers but unless the credits which 

were to be recaptured are deducted from the total that intent will be frustrated.  EPA under the 

Greenhouse Gas Reporting Rule provides for the reporting of leakage.  Companies which have reported 

leakage clearly should have relinquished any credits that had been claimed for gas which no longer met 

the statutory requirements of being permanently stored. We understand that members of the Senate 

have raised this issue with the Secretary and we believe that the final regulations must require a 

retroactive adjustment of the cap based on reported leakage and a method going forward of revising 

the cap based upon the recapture of credits outlined in the Proposed Regulations.  

5. Biogenic Carbon Recognition  

The EPA and Congress have both recognized forms of biogenic carbon as “neutral.” EPA has determined 

that the CO2 which is released from biomass is absorbed in photosynthesis of the biomass and so the 

global warming potential is zero. In EPA’s Final Rule for the Renewable Fuel Standard II it made this 

clear: “For renewable fuels, tailpipe emissions only include nonCO2 gases, because the carbon emitted 

as a result of fuel combustion is offset by the uptake of biogenic carbon during feedstock production.” 

Federal Register / Vol. 75, No. 58 / Friday, March 26, 2010 / Rules and Regulations 14787. A visual 

example of how biogenic CO2 offsets fossil emissions can be found in Argonne National Laboratory’s 

recent presentation on the GREET model undertaken for the Department of Energy. In “Greet® 

Development And Biofuel Pathway Research And Analysis”, March 7, 2017 Analysis And Sustainability 

https://www.law.cornell.edu/definitions/uscode.php?width=840&height=800&iframe=true&def_id=26-USC-1674615986-344398876&term_occur=999&term_src=title:26:subtitle:A:chapter:1:subchapter:A:part:IV:subpart:D:section:45Q
https://www.law.cornell.edu/definitions/uscode.php?width=840&height=800&iframe=true&def_id=26-USC-1974044776-344400800&term_occur=999&term_src=title:26:subtitle:A:chapter:1:subchapter:A:part:IV:subpart:D:section:45Q
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Session 2017 Beto Peer Review, Project ID#: 4.1.1.10, the model widely used by both industry and EPA 

was examined.  On Slide 18 which we attach, biogenic emissions are shown as an offset to fossil 

emissions in determining the carbon intensity of various fuels. One example used is corn ethanol and 

the green bar below the “0” line for greenhouse gas emissions in CO2e demonstrates how the biogenic 

nature of corn-based CO2 works in greenhouse gas accounting. Thus, the Section 45Q credit should be 

granted for the “displacement” of the carbon oxide which might escape from the product had fossil 

based CO2 been used in making the product. This is a key issue which will be utilized in an LCA when 

biogenic CO2 is involved 

Proposed Guidance 

LCAs must recognize biogenic carbon in any greenhouse gas as a neutral factor without any 

global warming potential.  

 
Respectfully submitted, 
 
 
 
 
Gordon Grimes 
Principal 
Stratex Ventures, LLC 
ggrimes@stratexventures.com 
 
cc: David.A.Selig@IRSCounsel.treas.gov 
 Maggie.M.Stehn@IRSCounsel.treas.gov 
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